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conkers quest is all these things, but so much more besides. thats partly because its setup is designed
to allow the player to really customise it in any way they see fit. you have full control over the tone of
the game, be it pure adventure or drama, and the two main characters. the combat in particular is
fascinating, and it is always possible to generate a counter-move to any fighter that dares attack you,
whether that be a direct one or a more indirect one, brought about by clicking on a tree to summon
your passive protectivness, or by grabbing a stone to throw. there is a large range of attacks to choose
from, from conkers direct assaults, to berri getting into brawls and the occasional game of tag with the
turkey, so choosing the right combinations and reactions in battle is a real joy. twelve tales: conker 64
is a game boy color game based on the third sequel of rare's conker titles. the game focuses more on
the character and the environment than the platforming. it was released on nintendo's game boy color
in japan on march 23, 1999. nintendo of america, however, chose to release the game and it was
released in north america on july 12, 1999. the last nintendo of america release of a game boy color
game was world of illusion starring mickey mouse. there are two separate styles of play available,
depending on which character is selected. if a player chooses to play with conker, the game play is
more action-oriented with conker battling enemies directly. if a player picks berri, the game play
becomes more strategic, because she has a monster companion who fights for her. throughout the
game, she will need to instruct the monster on the type of attack to use, be aware of its health level
and feed it when necessary.
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